
FOCUSED WEEK ON QUADRATIC FORMSAND THETA FUNCTIONSMarh 22 { 26, 2010University of Florida, Gainesville, FL 32611ABSTRACTSGeorge Andrews, Pennsylvania State University4:05 - 4:55pm, Friday, Marh 26New Aspets of False Theta FuntionsReently, I have been looking at Bailey's Lemma and Bailey pairs from the point of view of orthogonalpolynomials. This perspetive has yielded a number of new ombinatorial results mostly involvingthe false theta funtions of L.J. Rogers. We shall disuss the eÆay of this approah and shall applyit to various partition theoreti and ombinatorial questions inluding \onave ompositions" and\onatenable spiral self-avoiding walks." ? ? ?Roger Baker, Bringham Young University3:00 - 3:50pm, Friday, Marh 26Asymptoti Formulas for Positive De�nite Quadrati FormsLet Q be a positive de�nite integral quadrati form in 2 or more variables. Let r(Q;n) be the numberof representations of n by Q (using integer vetors). One might expet to �nd in the literature anasymptoti formula for the sum of the squares of the r(Q;n) for n up to x, but this is not so, exeptfor speial ases. For example, it has been done for only �nitely many binary forms. In this talk ageneral solution of the problem is given. An e�ort to put the onstant multiplier in the asymptotiformula into losed form leads to a urious problem about quadrati forms over the ring of integersmodulo 4. ? ? ?Brue Berndt, University of IllinoisTALK 1: 3:00 - 3:50pm, Monday, Marh 22The Cirle Problem, The Divisor Problem, and Two Bessel Series Expansions in Ramanujan's LostNotebookOn page 335 in the volume ontaining his Lost Notebook, Ramanujan reorded two identities, eahinvolving a double series of Bessel funtions. One of the identities has been proved (in a sense), whilethe other is lose to being proved (in a sense). One is onneted with the famous irle problem,while the other is onneted with the equally famous divisor problem. We review these impenatrable,1



unsolved problems, disuss what we know about them, and show their onnetions with Ramanujan'stwo formulas. A disussions of proofs and attempted proofs of Ramanujan's formulas will be a fousof our expository talk.TALK 2: 3:00 - 3:30pm, Wednesday, Marh 24Questions about Four Sets of Problems from Ramanujan's Lost Notebook? ? ?Byunghan Kim, University of Illinois1:55 - 2:45pm, Thursday, Marh 25Asymptoti Formulas for Some Theta FuntionsIn this talk, we will disuss asymptoti formulas for some variants of theta funtions and theironnetion to ombinatoris. The main objets of this talk will be1. asymptoti formula for the number of t-ore partitions,2. periodiity for signs of Fourier oeÆient for ertain eta-quotients,3. asymptoti expansion for partial theta funtions.? ? ?Atul Dixit, University of llinois9:35 - 10:25am, Tuesday, Marh 23Transformation Formulas Assoiated with Integrals Involving the Riemann Xi FuntionPage 220 of Ramanujan's Lost Notebook ontains a beautiful transformation formula involving thedigamma funtion whih is also assoiated with an integral involving the Riemann Xi funtion.Here we disuss some new transformation formulas of this type, of whih one generalizes the above-mentioned formula of Ramanujan. Also inluded are new extensions of formulas of N.S. Koshliakov,A.P. Guinand and W.L. Ferrar. The interesting history behind some of these formulas will also bedisussed. The talk will onlude with some open problems in this area.? ? ?
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William Jagy, MSRI Berkeley12:50 - 1:40pm, Tuesday, Marh 23Ternary Quadrati FormsWe present several unusual phenomena involving integral positive ternary quadrati forms. Inludedare exerpts from work with Alexander Berkovih giving new relations among theta funtions.? ? ?Brandt Kronholm, SUNY at Albany3:00 - 3:50pm, Thursday, Marh 25Generalized Ramanujan Congruene Properties of the Restrited Partition Funtion p(n;m)The restrited partition funtion p(n;m) enumerates the number of partitions of n into exatly mparts. The relationship between the unrestrited partition funtion p(n) and p(n;m) is lear:p(n) = p(n; 1) + p(n; 2) + :::+ p(n; n):In 1919 Ramanujan observed proved the following partition ongruenes:p(5n+ 4) � 0 (mod 5)p(7n+ 5) � 0 (mod 7)p(11n+ 6) � 0 (mod 11)Ono (2000) proved that there are suh ongruenes for p(n) modulo every prime ` > 3.Ramanujan further onjetured a generalization for a modulus of powers of 5, 7, and 11 whih waseventually proved by Atkin in 1967.In this talk we will disuss a Ramanujan-like ongruene relation for p(n;m) where for our hoieof any hoie of prime power modulus there is no restrition on n. We will highlight a few of theresults and tehniques in the several papers (Kwong, Nijenhuis, Wilf) preeeding our main result.If time permits, we will onsider future researh regarding p(n;m).? ? ?Steve Milne, Ohio State University4:05 - 4:55pm, Tuesday, Marh 23Sums of Squares, Shur Funtions, and Multiple basi Hypergeometri SeriesWe start with a brief review of the sums of squares problem from Jaobi, Glaisher, and Ramanujan,on to the present, followed by a quik summary of one-variable basi hypergeometri series. We thengive some neessary bakground on multiple basi hypergeometri series and their onnetion to thesums of squares problem. Motivated by Andrews' (one-variable) basi hypergeometri series proofof Jaobi's 2, 4, 6, and 8 squares identities, we disuss how we used multiple basi hypergeometriseries, Gustafson's C` nonterminating 6�5 summation theorem, and symmetry and Shur funtiontehniques to prove the existene of three basi types of in�nite families of expliit exat non-trivial losed formulas for the number of ways of writing a positive integer N as a sum of a given3



number of squares of integers, without using oeÆients of usp forms. These three types of in�nitefamilies involve either 4n2 or 4n(n+1) squares, 2n(2n� 1) or 2n(2n+1) squares, or n2 or n(n+1)squares, respetively. The n = 1 ase is lassial. We �rst omputed the expliit n = 2, and/orn = 3 ases by the aid of Mathematia. All of these identities, even for n = 2 or n = 3, forexample 9, 12, and 20 squares, are of signi�ant interest. We briey note how we subsequentlyused ombinatorial/ellipti funtion methods to atually derive these expliit exat non-trivial losedformulas, from our �rst type of in�nite families, for 4n2 or 4n(n+1) squares of integers, respetively.Similar ombinatorial/ellipti funtion methods allow us to reover the n = 2 ase of our 2n(2n� 1)or 2n(2n+ 1) squares identities. These 12 and 20 squares formulas, whih extend Jaobi's 2 and 6squares identities, respetively, are in the form of 2 by 2 determinants of Lambert series that expand#3(0;�q) to the 12-th and 20-th power, respetively. These are not Hankel determinants as in the4n2 or 4n(n + 1) squares identities, but a subtle variation. Our methods should also work for thegeneral 2n(2n� 1) or 2n(2n+ 1) squares ase, yielding deep extensions of Hankel determinants. Inaddition to the three types of in�nite families of sums of squares identities disussed above, we arealso able to obtain the produt sides of many in�nite families of Madonald's �-funtion identities.? ? ?Mihael Shlosser, University of Vienna, Austria4:05 - 4:55pm, Monday, Marh 22Speial Commutation Relations and Combinatorial IdentitiesWe study ommutation relations involving speial weight funtions, for whih we obtain a weight-dependent generalization of the binomial theorem. In the notable speial ase of the weight funtionsbeing suitably hosen ellipti (i.e., doubly-periodi meromorphi) funtions, our algebra onsistsof, what we all, \ellipti-ommuting" variables (whih generalize the q-ommuting variables withyx = qxy). These are shown to satisfy an ellipti generalization of the binomial theorem. Thelatter an be utilized to quikly reover Frenkel and Turaev's 10V9 summation formula, an identityfundamental to the (rather young) theory of ellipti hypergeometri series. Furthermore, the om-binatorial interpretation of our ommutation relations in terms of weighted lattie paths allows usto dedue other ombinatorial identities as well.? ? ?Sun Kim, University of Illinois9:35 - 10:25am, Thursday, Marh 25Proof of Ramanujan's Seond Bessel Funtion IdentityOn page 335 in his Lost Notebook, Ramanujan reorded two identities involving a double series ofBessel funtions. The �rst assertion was proved by B. C. Berndt and A. Zaharesu in 2006. In thistalk, we establish a proof of the seond assertion. We remark that it is onneted with the famousdivisor problem. We also show that the same method gives another proof of the �rst assertion.? ? ?
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Kannan Soundararajan, Stanford UniversityTALK 1: 4:00 - 4:55pm, Wednesday, Marh 24Quantum Unique Ergodiity and Number TheoryA fundamental problem in the area of quantum haos is to understand the distribution of higheigenvalue eigenfuntions of the Laplaian on ertain Riemannian manifolds. A partiular asewhih is of interest to number theorists onerns hyperboli manifolds arising as a quotient of theupper half-plane by a disrete \arithmeti" subgroup of SL2(R) (for example, SL2(Z), and in thisase the orresponding eigenfuntions are alled Maass usp forms). In this ase, Rudnik andSarnak have onjetured that the high energy eigenfuntions beome equi-distributed. I will disusssome reent progress whih has led to a resolution of this onjeture, and also on a holomorphianalog for lassial modular forms. I will not assume any familiarity with these topis, and the talkshould be aessible to graduate students.TALK 2: 10:40 - 11:30am, Thursday, Marh 25Mean Values of Multipliative Funtions and AppliationsThe pioneering results of Wirsing and Halasz desribe the situations when the mean-value of amultipliative funtion an be large. Understanding the struture of suh multipliative funtionshas proved useful in appliations to the Polya-Vinogradov inequality, weak subonvexity bounds forL-funtions, and to the quantum unique ergodiity problem. I will try and explain some of theseresults and appliations.TALK 3: 10:40 - 11:40am, Friday, Marh 26The Distribution of Values of zeta and L-FuntionsI will survey what is known and expeted about the distribution of values of L-funtions. In par-tiular, I will try to explain probabilisti models that desribe the behavior of these funtions. Atthe enter of the ritial strip, the probabilisti models arise from random matrix theory, and I willdisuss the Keating-Snaith onjetures for moments of L-funtions, and reent progress.? ? ?
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